s

Today’s Weather
Santa Clara t’alley: Fair
toda) %shit increase in temperature. Predicted high temperature range: 60-70. Low
temperature range lit4 night:
30-40. Gentle nimbi becoming
northnest 10-20 mph.
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This is the setnester’s hust
Dalt). The Spartan Daily
111 resume publication on
monduy, Feb. 14. Only three
editions
be published the
first week. Daily produf lion
still commence Monsitt, Feb.
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Fuller Called
’Crackpot’
In Early Years

Apartment Owner Develops
New Concept in Housing

R. Buckminster Fuller has been
called a genius by distinguished
architects, engineers, and mathmeticians around the world.
His inventions, the dymaxion
concept, used in building homes,
cars, bathmoms and domes, the
development of synergetic geometry, and the idea of tensegrity
are revolutionary.
For most of his life Fuller was
known as a "crackpot." As a sophomore Fuller revolted against the
system at Harvard. He ignored all
his examinations and left for a
visit in Manhattan where he entertained a full chorus line of beautie:
on the family fortune.
SENT TO CANADA
His father, rather perturbed at
his squandering, sent him from
Harvard to Canada where he became an apprentice to a machinery
installer in a cotton mill.
Fuller loved the work and became an expert machinist, much
to the disgruntlement of his aristocratic Back Bay Boston family.
Later he enlisted in the Navy
where he learned logistics, ballistics and naval aviation.
Fuller married Anne Hewitt, the
daughter of a New York architect, in 1917.
He spent several years in "hibernation" in Greenwich Village where
developed some housing plans in S
which homes could be suspended
off the earth from a central mast.
The Death Valley trip, a oneDYMAXION IDEAS
Fuller’s dymaxion ideas first unit science education course given
evolved after his young daughter informally in Death Valley, has
died and soon afterward, his com- been scheduled for the coining
pany, which pnxiuced parts for Easter vacation, April 3-9.
Registration for the course will
prefabricated houses failed. Fuller
withdrew from the social scene. be held Wed., March 2 at 8 am.
1927 opened the first plans for outside S127. Cost of the science
his Dymaxion house, based on the course is $26 for registration and
concept of minimum weight plus $12 for food.
The trip to the Valley, combines
maximal structural and operation
efficiency. The Dymiudon bath- field trips, informal lectures, and
room in 1931, and Dymaxion car fireside chats with communal living and evening social events.
in 193.3 followed.
Teaching the combination biolHe is philosophical about. the
reluctance of industry and society ogy, geology, arid botony course
to adapt his ideas. He comments: will be Dr. G. A. McC,allum, chair"At the present stage of the man of the biology department;
world’s technological development Dr. Wayne Kartchner, professor
there is approximately a 27 year of geology, Dr. Arnold G. Aplelag between the inception of an garth, professor of zoology: Dr.
idea and its social application. The Harry T. Harvy, professor of
lag is part of the social process. biology.

By PAT HEFFERNAN
spartan Daily Staff Writer
A San Mateo apartment owner
may have found the solution to
SJS housing problems--a new concept in student housing.
The idea, a huge, luxurious twobedroom, two-bath apartment
building, is the brainchild of Mrs.
Claire E. Duffy, who OWI1S several luxury apartments in the
Bay Area.
"I feel there is a need for a
spacious, gracious innovation at
SJS, and I hope to have one ready
by next February," said Mrs.
Duffy.
The apartment, tentatively located approximately six blocks
from campus, would be an $800,000 investment.
The preliminary plans call for
a ’T’ -shaped building with 120
one and two bedroom apartments.
All apartments would have two
baths, 18’x12’ bedrooms, separate
refrigerator and freezers, storage
for surfboards, soundproofing and
insulation.
The whole complex will have
an tuidergrotuld garage, locked
storage rooms, landscaped pool,
lounge with color television, recreation room and ping pong tables,
and a study’ room. Each floor will
have its own washer and dryer.
"Our first thought will be that

Fuller Dome

Photo by Yoshi Hasegawa
This model of a geodesic dome, designed by Richard Buckminster
Fuller and complete. with pictures of other Fuller Experirnents,
is located in the lobby of the Engineering Building. Outside on
Seventh Street workers labor feverishly to complete another
geodesic dome. Fuller will be here from Feb. 7 to March 20.

Desert Trip Council To Discuss
et for Easter Bills, Amendments
Student Council today faces a
sheaf of 21 bills and amendments
and requests from two campus
organizations for ASB recognition,
according to Jerry Spotter, ASB
vice president and council chairman.
The meeting begins at 2:45 in
the College Union.
Pending from last week’s meeting are 14 measures which may
face floor action and debate. Up
for structural changes and internal
streamlining are acts which created: College Union Program
Board, Election Board, Spartacamp Conunittee, Art Planning
Committee, Community Service
Conunittee, Executive C,camcil and
Election Code.
Also scheduled are amendments

Finals Schedule

Group I classes meet Daily, MWF, MW, MWTh, MTWF, MWThF, MW, MF,
WF, M, W, or F.
Group II clams mast TTh, T, Th, TWTh, TThF, hATThF, MTWTh, or TWThP,
To avoid conflicts in final examinations, students must not sign up for two
classes in the same group at the same hour.
Test Date
Test Hours
Group
Clan Time
Thursday. January 20
1:00 - 3:20 PM
All Eng. A & IA
Foreign Lang. Departmental: .... Thursday, January 20 ...-.--_- 3:30 - 6:20 PM
7:30 AM .
7:30 AM ... ......... _
11.30 AM
11-30 AM
9.30 AM
9:30 AM
10:30 AM
10:30 AM
11:30 AM
1 1:30 AM
12:30 PM
12:30 PM
1.30 PM
1.30 PM
2.30 PM
2:30 PM
3.30 PM
3:30 PM
4.30 PM
4.30 PM
5:30 PM

II
I
II
1
I .
I
ll

I .
II
I
II
I
II .
I
II
I
II
All .._ ...... .....

Thursday, January 27
Thursday, January 27
Friday, January 21
Friday, January 21
Monday, January 24
hAonday, January 24
Tuesday, January 26 ______
Tuesda), January 25 ....... ........
Wednesday, January 26
Wednesday, January 26

7:30. 9:50 AM
10:00 - 12:20
10.00 - 12:20
7:30 - 9:50
7.30 - 9:50
10:00 - 12:20
10:00 - 12:20
7:30 - 9:50
10:00 - 12:20
7:30 - 9:50

Friday. January 21
Friday. January 21
Wednesday, January 26
Wednesday. January 26
Tuesday, January 25
Tuesday, January 25
Monday, January 24
Monday, January 24
Friday, January 21
Thursday, January 20
Last class meeting before Jan. 20

3:30 - 5:30
1:00 - 3:20
1:00 - 3:20
3:30 - 5:50
3:30 - 3:20
1:00 - 3:20
1.00 - 3.20
3:30 - 5:50
7:00 - 9:20
3:30 - 5:50*
5:30 - 6:50

7:00 PM ....... Thursday
Thursday, January 20
7:00 - 9:20 PM
7:00 PM .._ .. Monday
Moncley. January 24
7:00 - 9:20
7:00 PM
Tuesday . ..... Tuesday, January 25
. .. 7:00 - 9:20
Wednesday
7:00 PM
Wednesday, Jenuary 26
7:00 - 9:20
*If desired. the time of this examination poriod may be changed to 4:30 - 6:50 PM.
Examinations for daily and four-day classes may, at the option of the instructor,
extend over the two examination periods which they control.
No examinations are permitted on the morning of Thursday, Jenuary 20.
Special and male -up examinations should be scheduled for the afternoon of
Thursday, January 27.
Classes extending into more than one class period should bo examined as of
th beginning of this first of these periods

to the Financial Procedures Act
and debate on a bill to create a
"Campus Awards Fund."
Up for repeal are acts which
created the Inter-cultural, Steering, Spartan From the Start and
Hospitality Committees and the
Co-ordinating Board of College
Recreation.
A series of seven amendments
will be introduced today. The
amendments call for internal
changes in the Model United Nations, Orientation, Freshman
Camp, Parents’ Day and Homecoming Committees, the Student
Activities Board and the ASB
Speakers Corps.
Spotter added two campus groups
will seek ASB recognition today.
They are Students for Research
and Publication and the Japanese-American Students Organization.
ASB Pres. John Hendricks has
indicated he probably will name
a replacement for former Graduate Representative Richard Epstein at the meeting.

the students’ apartments will be
their home here, and that they
deserve it to be trouble free and
private .. . we believe in answering all complaints within 12
hours," she said.
In order to amortize such a large
investment, the rooms will prob-

ably cost from $45 to $60 a month
per student.
"This price seems high until
you realize that it is the same
that most approved apartments
charge for buildings that don’t
offer half of what this will offer," Mrs. Duffy pointed out.

Concert Tour

Albert Gillis, assistant professor
of music, will perform 24 concerts on tour wi+h tfte Payanini
Quartet in the U.S. and Canada during semester break. The
last scheduled concert. will be
held a+ SJS Friday, Feb. 25 at
8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.

News Briefs
R. A. Ouellette, recruitment coordinator of the Oregon State
Public Welfare Commission, will
be on campus Wednesday, Jan.
26, in the Placement Center (ADM
234) from 9 to 11 a.m.
January, June or summer graduates may make appointments
now for the Jan. 26 interview in
the Placement Center, according
to Mrs. Mary Schaaf, business
and industrial placement supervisor.
* * *
Dr. James W. Pratt, assistant
professor of political science, will
advise pre-law students (regard,ess of major) as of Feb. 1.
His office is in IA206. Copies
of the leaflet describing the Law
School Admission Test are available in the Political Science office, CH223.
Dr. T. M. Norton, assistant professor of political science and presnit pre-law adviser, will advise
maduate students whose concentration is government.

Prof. Gillis To Tour
With Paganini Quartet
SJS Assistant Professor of Music
Albert Gillis, Paganini violist, will
tour with the Paganini String
Quartet in 15 states and Canada
during semester break.
He will perform at 24 concerts
during the tour which includes
states stretching from New York
to California. The California performance is scheduled at 8:15 p.m.,
Feb. 25 at SJS in Concert Hall.
Tickets are now on sale in the
House of Records and Student
Affairs Office, Building R. Ad-

mission is $2.50.
Proceeds will go to the Beta
Eta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia Fraternity of America
as a fund for the Music Department. The fraternity is sponsoring
the February performance of the
quartet,
Other performers in the quartet
are Henri Tomianka, first violirdst,
Harris Goldman, second violinist,
and Lucien LaPorte, celloist. They
will play on the four original
strads of Nicolo Paganini.

Demo Club, Y.R.’s State Aims
CARY KOEGLE
. . . Sparta Life editor

Sparta Life
Announces
New Editor
Cary Knegle, Spartan Daily news
editor, has been appointed editor
of Spialti Life magazine hot. the
spring semester.
’the senior social science anti
journalism major from Bellflower
was Spartan Daily political reporter last semester.
He is vice president of the SJS
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic
society.
Sparta Life will be published
in early April and lute Islay.

By ELAINE GRAVES
Where’s the action? The action
Ls in campus political organizations
this year.
The SJS Democratic Club and
the SJS Young Republicans represent two of the most active
campus political organizations.
Paul O’Farrell, president of the
SJS Democrat ic Club, states,
"We’re a loose organization, but
IA rather we be loose and rolling
along, than just making policy
statements." fie continued to explain that the club gets things
done and has large attendance
at its lectures.
O’Farrell cites the Viet Natn lecture series by Robert Scheer of
Ramparts Magazine, as one of
their most successful activities.
Aceonling to O’Farrell, the Demoeratie Club decided last year to
break affiliation with the California Democratic Council.
INDEPENDENT cum
The members decided to form an
independent club because they
didn’t want to back the National
Democra tic Party.
Since Use new reorganization in
the summer of 1965. members
ran work for any political cantil-

dates they wish. Thus they formed
a non-partisan, educational organization.
"We don’t take a stand, because
in the past, stands have split us,"
O’Fatrell explained.
The current aim of the club is
to sponsor speakers lecturing on
national and international issues.
O’Farrell said that almost half
of the members also belong to such
organizations as the Student NonViolent Coordinating Committee,
the Viet Nam Day Committee,
the Student Poace Union, Toward
an Active Student Community, and
the Students for a Democratic
Society.
Dr. Richard Stavely, associate
professor of pcilitical science, one
of the Mull’s advisers, believes that
the club during the past semester,
has been "identified with the minority of the Democratic Party
that is critical of the AdministraViet Nam."
tion’s policy
He feels that the club is liberally
orient ed.
Dr. Stavely, as well as the club’s
other adviser, Dr. Peter M. Buzanski, associate professor of history. both believe in remaining
in the background SS advisers and

to see that the club complies with
campus rules.
The action is also in the Young
Republicans, according to YR President Bob Arm.strong. He lists the
Oct. 15 mock funeral, counterdemonstration to the Viet Nam
Day Committee Teach -in as one
of the major activities this semester.

tee, the United Republicans of
California, the California Republican Assembly, the California Republican League, the California
Young Republican College Federation. and the Young Americans
for Freedom.
These clubs represent two kinds
of artion on the campuses, pont:teal and educational. They promise
to bring even more action during
the spring semester with the guINFORNII STUDENTS
bern;ftori
..leetions.
Armstrong states the purpose of
_
YR is "basically to inform students
about. the principles and issues of
the Republican Party, to build
membership, and to assist in the
election of candidates." He added
that the club "stands nn the 1964
Republica n pia t form which t:ikes
a firm stand ag,ainst
Act-on-ling to Arm
campus YRs’ current stand is the
classical middle. He defines it as
"a limited government with a balance lxtween absolute protection
from wttnt and absolute freedom.
This means that we have necessary
protection while giving up the
least of our freedoms."
Armstrong said that YR men).
bets also belong to such organizaUons as the Ylt Central Conunit-

SELL
BOOKS
for bonus
$$$
during
finals
at

CAL BOOK

Pork Barrel
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"THE TIME HAS COME

Editorial Comment

Controversy Revisited
This has been a semester of change

for the Spartan Daily, both internally
and externally. Such changes reflect
the need of the student press to keep
pace constantly with the changing campus and changing attitudes of students.
Our most significant format change,
of course. is the adoption of a fivecolumn editorial page. It has won wide
acceptance from readers who apparently like its reatlability and presentation, of v arions, often controversial.
Other changes were made in our
internal organization and in the pages
of the Daily itself. These changes are
part of the Daily’s continuing effort to
proNide the greatest possible coverage
of news in the most readable package.
On the etlitorial page, we have attempted to present an exchange of
!hely opinion from all shades of political, philosophical, and campus viewpoints.
The Daily’s editorial policy this semester has been predicated on the
belief that it is an itnportant role of
the student press to evaluate critically
what is happening on the campus.
Due to this daily exchange of vastly
tliffering opinion, the Spartan Daily
and the editor have been subject to
extensive criticism and abuse.
The New Student, for example, has
criticized the Daily and its editor on
a number of occasions. We have not
answered these criticisms simply because they were unjustified, based on
misinformation, and wholly without
sign i ficance.
In all fairness to the Daily’s editor,
however, some explanation is needed

for the New Student’s recent excoriation of our interpretation of the Acadetnic Council issue.
Dean of the College John W. Gil bough is not using the Spartan Daily
in an attetnpt to "create a controversy
that would stop any attempt to remove
his powers."
On the contrary, the Daily initiated
the Academic Council question with an
editorial Dec. 1, 1965. It was more
titan two weeks following this before
we interviewed Dean Gilbaugh on this
subject. He is not using the Daily as a
tool, as is suggested by The New Student.
As a matter of fact, Dr. Leo P.
Kibby, acting dean of educational services and summer sessions, and others
wrote to the Daily about this subject
even before Dean Gilbaugh commented
upon it.
Indeed, the Daily’s editor has been
"barraged with criticism." Hut professional journalists know that editors
who aren’t criticized are worthless
hacks.
Cries of creating controversy for the
sake of creating controtersy also have
been leveled at the Daily editor. Controversy? Yes but only because we
have attempted discussions of significant issues facing this campus.
But these issues either are discussed
or ignored. Too many modern newspapermen shirk this responsibility in
favor of the security of saying nothing.
In lea% ing this position, the editor
does so with the pride of having opened
some complex and difficult topics to
public discussion and of having commented on critical problems facing the
campus, community.

Guest Room

Council Function Defined
By. C. M. LARSEN

Associate Professor of Mathematics
The old "Faculty Council," in existence
for approximately 10 years before it was
replaced by the new "Academic Council,"
was a purely advisory- body.
Speaking as one who served on that
body for a period of four years, I can
say that our advice was probably noted,
but only rarely ditl it result in new institutional policy.
If all we had gotten in the new Academic Council was more of the same
"authority" to offer advice, then the long,
hard efforts to obtain a stronger voice
for faculty members in the government
of college would have been just a glorious
waste.
NEW COUNCIL POWER
In fact. we got even more than those
of us who served on the old Faculty Council would have thought possible. We wanted the new Council to have the power to
approve college policy.
In actuality, the new Council has an
even stronger degree of authority than
that: it has been assigned the power to
formulate policy for the college, in cooperation with the president of the
college.
Let me document the fact just stated.
In a meeting with interested faculty members on this campus on Nov. 2, 1962,
Assistant Chancellor C. Mansel Keene
stated unequivocally that the new Council
would be the policy -formulating hotly for
the college.
CHANCELLOR’S AGREEMENT
Moreover, assistant Chancellor Keene
not only verified this position in writing,
but also recorded the Chancellor’s agreement with it, in a letter to Vice-President
Dose!, dated Nov. 20, 1962.

W hat happens if the president doesn’t
like a policy adopted by the Cotmcil?
Assistant Chancellor Keene’s answer: The
president should refer the matter back
to the Council with his recommendations,
and an effort should be made to work out
a policy which he can accept.
QUOTES CONSTITUTION
Essentially this view of the role of the
Academic Council is formalized in the
Council’s Constitution, a document which
has been approved by the Chancellor.
Article III, on "Powers and Responsibilities," reads as follows:
Seer
I. The Academic Council, subject to policies and restrictions established
by the Legislature, by the Tnistees, and
by the Chancellor, and subject to the concurrence of the President of the College,
shall formulate policies and procedures
(on a long list of items cotering all major
functions of the college.)
’NOT LEGISLATIVE’
Does this make the Academic Council
a "legislative" body? Not, I think, within
the meaning of the Brown Act.
Yet the power to formulate the rules
of a continunity, where those rules do
not conflict with the rules of higher authority, is clearly legislative in nature;
and it is no accident that Pres. Clark,
Professor Melendy, and others have made
reference to legislative bodies in describing the functions of the Academic Council.
Surely the power to formulate policy
(rules, laws i is a far more fundamental
test of the legislative nature of a body
than is the power to override a veto.
The functions and powers of the Academic Council, in that sense, are much
closer to those of a legislative body than
they are to those of a merely advisory

body.

"Hurry up with that ammo . . !"

My Existential Ways

’End of Road’ Directions
By TOM MEAD
"It’s a mighty bard road that my poor
feet have trod," and as the semester comes
, Nly Existential
to its logical voriclus
Ways rolls off the press for the last time.
And before the ink dries on the paper,
a few parting remarks are in order.
It is hoped that during sentester break,
members of Academie Council will seriously consider opening its meetings to the
press.
NOTHING TO

HIDE

A.C. should have nothing to hide, and
a lot to gain hy opening its meetings to
newsmen. It is sheer poppycock to think
Academic Council gains anything from
closed meetings.

this semester, next semester should be a
Intsman’s holiday for the students.
The bread and hotter concept of President Johnson uill give the .linlents fuel to
storm the bastille.
My Existential Ways has been a journey
down the road of predictables.
No great solutions to mankind were
offered, and it is saddening to note that
upon concluding, tnan has no answer for
Viet Nam, for starvation or for death.

If next semester faculty- members from
the college system scream bloody murder
over inadequate pay, they are entirely
justified.

Editor:

But like any growing institution of
higher learning, the beautiful landscape
design for the area surrounding Tower
Hall will he pre-entpted by an architectural layout for a building.
If the Viet Nam protesters were vocal
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... OF CABBAGES ...
And another crusade we didn’t start suggesting that the cafeteria MP the money
they spent on colored trays and new ashtrays to hire a chef.
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... AND ...
But just as we are not going to finish
this verse properly, we will say Au Revoir
instead of Good by. Let’s hope, too, that
maybe what is ahead will hold the promise
for us all of becoming once and future
kings.

’Charges Incomplete’
’Daily’s Open Meeting
Crusade Falls Short’

HIGHER LEARNING

I tick.
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Thrust and Parry

The California Legislature will discuss
new taxes this year, and it is sincerely
hoped that from new revenues, more
money will be given to the college system.

The great Tower Hall has been made
earthquake proof, and the area surrounding the Tower soon will be beautified
with fountains and lush grass.

Yes, the time has come. Adieu to readers, reporters. fellow editors and the tlear
old Daily. It isn’t the easiest time of the
year.
. THE W’ALRUS SAID . . .
My apologies to Lewis Carroll for using
his familiar quotation, but a walrus is
close to a porktr isn’t it? 13esides "Three
Little Pigs did not ntove me.
... TO TALK OF MANY THINGS ...
Of all the crusades I didn’t start or
columns 1 didn’t write. Like the one suggesting the ASB vote enough additional
funds to finish the Spardi statue.
... OF SHOES ...
And the Administrator’s wife who graciously sups on the student side of the
and then doesn’t always bus
cafeteria
her own tray back.
... AND SHIPS ...
Knowing that the end of the semester
signals a closer step to wearing a uniform.
And the difficult decision of not knowing
whether to wear Navy Blue or Air Force
Blue to match our eyes or Modern Anny
Green to offset our hair.
... AND SEALING W’AX
Of hoping that we’ve cemented many
friendships this semester past. Also wishing all those who will graduate best of

The crusade of the Spartan Daily for an
open Academic Council is noble, but does it
go far enough? Many students are unaware
that a small group of wilful men, calling
itself a "Humanities Teaching Team" in order to conceal its real purposes, meets regularly in a smoke -filled corner of the Spartan Cafeteria.
Ruled by Mr. Harrison McCreath, a wily
veteran of campus politics, it arranges lecture schedules, modifies teaching procedures,
makes out examination questionsperforms,
in short, functions which affect the lives of
hundreds of students. If ever there existed
a policy-making group, this is it.
I recently proposed to Mr. McCreath, in all
innocence and candor, that a reporter from
the Spartan Daily be invited to attend his
meetings. I was answered by the usual
evasive technicalities so dear to entrenched
and arrogant bureaucrats.
This "public-be-damned" attitude augurs
ill for California higher education.
What Ls McCreath hiding?
The public has a right to know!
Rotiert C. Gordon
Professor of English and Humanities

’Tower Hall Feature
Needs More Research’
Editor:
Kent Wiedmann wrote a terrific article on
the campaign to save Tower Hall, but I think
he failed to give credit to all those who
played a role in saving the 53-year-old structure.
If Wiedemann had checked a few past
issues of the Spartan Daily, he would have
discovered that Tau Delta Phi was not the
only organization in on the fight.
In the April 17, 1963, edition of the Daily
a front page story told of the closing of the
building complex. on April 19, Bill Hauck,
ASB President, kicked off a campaign to
save the Tower.
On Dec. 19, 1963, Student Council passed
a resolution urging students to write their
legislators concerning Tovver Hall.
On Monday, Jan. 13, 1964, Fred Best, sophomore representative to Council, started the
campaign to send a telegram signed by SJS
students to Governor Brown.
In the future I urge persons writing about
historical subjects to check back issues of
the Daily and then present the facts as they
actually happened.
Tau Delta Phi did play an important role

in saving Tower Hall but so did the SJS
administration, student government, the
Alumni Association, local legislators and many
others.
mute Neufeld
A8055

Math Major Warns,
’Book Percentage Off’
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Editor:
As a math major, I feel that I must warn
the students of SJS of a possible misunderstanding.
Once upon a time, a man bought a special
high-quality carburetor reputed to reduce
fuel consumption by 25 per cent. He bought
some gasoline additive to reduce fuel consumption by 30 per cent. His new spark plugs
were to reduce fuel consumption by 15 per
cent. Finally, he had an engine tuneup to
decrease fuel consumption by 35 per cent.
Did he decrease fuel consumption by 105
per cent?
If he did, then certain bookstores could
legally advertise that they pay 50 per cent
of the new value plus 10 per cent bonus for
book.s. However, the "plus" does not signify
ordinary addition. Possibly it is a "new math."
It means 50 per cent plus 10 per cent of 50
per cent which is 55 per cent. The casual
observer would think that 50 per cent plus
10 per cent bonus would mean 60 per cent.
When you don’t tell the players the rules
of the game, it is generally called cheating.
Wayne Rhoten
A1521

Art Students Complain
About Reg Line Fouls
open letter to the Art Department:
We, the undersigned, as sophomore and
junior art students, feel that we have been
done a great injustice. Line-place-cards
were handed out in a totally random manner, rather than taking into account the fact
that some students had been standing in line
since 3:30 a.m. and that the rest of the students arriving later had formed a neat
orderly line.
May we suggest that the registration
methods are completely outdated and are
overdue to be revamped. Our suggestion.s are
1) Pre-reg by mail (IBM style), 2) Numbers
handed out by place in line.
Nick carter A4775
Cheryl carpenter A5004
B1111 DauhensIneek A14460
and III fellow students and
one instructor
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SJS Instructional Television
Begins at Agnews Hospital
.10IIN LERCH
Instructional television for SJS
began in an Agnews State Hospital ward for the elderly when a
patient received a gift TV set in
1953.
Mrs. Gaither Lee Martin, then
a nursing intern at Agnews and
now co-ordinator of instructional
television here, had just received
her masters degree from SJS when
the set arrived at the hospital.
noisy waivl, Theetaoinshrdluetao
The TV set quieted down the

,Maguine Offers
Free Subscription
-

Reader application forms are
being accepted novv from SJS for
free subscriptions to the "Moderator," a national college magazine.
SJS is one of 18.5 selected colleges and universities where the
magazine is holding a memhership
wirive highlighted by the presentations of the free subscriptions.
Any male student in the top
half of his class academically and
active in at least two co-curricular activities may apply for a subscription by sending a note to
circulation director Bob Miller,
115 S. 37th St. in Philadelphia,
Pa.
Topics slated for coverage in
Moderator include an examination
of homosexuality on campus, Negro education and the role of
the coed at College.

IODUET
WORLD’S FIRST
THEATRE VPTH
ALI. PERFEC:T SEATS

PRESENTS:
DIRECT FROM ITS PREMIERE SHOWINGS.
SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT AT SPECIAL
PRICES. NO RESERVED SEATS.

NOW EVERYONE CAN SEE

Tiff BROST LOVERLY
PAO ION PICTURE Of ALL11MEL
Winner fa It
Academy
;’;
Awards
F
including
Best Picture. 12, laDY

ABUREY HEPBURN. REX HARRISON

ir

BliNICKR’SIPE1 PORAffar /0 ROM IVIM

"Two Screen Movie,
Hit With Viewers"
trio Times
"A Movie House
Miracle"
Sunnyvale Standard
Sun. thru Thurs. at 8 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. at 6 & 9 p.m.

usual6 not* word, sunie nurses
commented to Mrs. Martin, a hospital administrator for many years.
This aroused tier curiosity and
she visited the ward and watched
patients watch a blank screen.
She noticed how interested and involved they were and soon began
a research project into uses of
closed circuit TV for aiding the
ment ally ill.
From this project, which showed
TV to be very effective in treating mentall ilness. Mrs. Martin
predicted, "If TV can help the
mentally ill, it should be able to
benefit students who are usually
healthy...

738 E. EL CAMINO
SUNNYVALE
Between Wolfe Rd.
and Fair Oaks Awe.

SMART STUDENTS
SAVE S $ $

in classroom teaching in elementary and secondary schools.
Some of the on -campus jobs
listed are for lab assistants, switchboard operators, engineering assistants, and teachers’ assistants.
If a student is accepted for the
program dining the spring semester, he can work a total of 15
hours a veek while attending
school, and can work full time on
all school holidays. One added advantage of the new program is
that if the student desires he can
work full time at his job during
the summer.
One of the many organizations
which employs work-study students is Goodwill Industries. The
Godyrill currently employs 24 students, and has openings for more.
"Benefits to Goodwill Industries

are many and varied. They boil
down to the fact the program and
the students are enabling this nonprofit organization to accomplish
many urgently needed tasks which
we would not be able to do otherwise," said Randolph N. Vending,
administrative assistant at Goodwill.
Any student interested in th,,
program is urged to apply in room
201 of the administration building
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Monday is the deadline tor entries in the 1966 All-Campus Photo
Contest sponsored by the campus
chapter of Kappa Alpha Mu, national photojournalism fraternity.
Entries should be left by 5 p.m.
in J112, photojournalism laboratory office.
A panel of judges will include
Nestor Barrett, president of the
12,000-member Photographic Society of America and photo columnist for the San Jose Mercury
and News; Eddie Chong, official
photographer fon the County of
Santa Clara; and Jack Fields of
Cupertino, Saturday Evening Post
photographer.
Awards in gift certificates or
cash will be given as follows:
Black-and -white photos first
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MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. San Fernando St.
Befwsen 3rd &
Sfs.

Walk in now for
Hofbrau Style Food
Moderate Prices
Roast Eastern Beef
_
Virginia Baked Ham .
Kosher Style Corned Beef
Roast Tom Turkey
Chicago Style Pastrami
Roast Turkey Leg __..__..........___

Final Flick
"The Americanization of Emily,"
starring Julie Andrews, James
Garner and Melvyn Douglas, will
be the final Friday Flick of the
semester.
The film will be shown Friday
at 6:30 and 9:30 in Ti135 Admission is 35 cents.

"Work of Art"
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

fare

293-1030

Any 3 meats

1ACOS
24 HOUR SERVICE
BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

297-8421

4fh and St. James

$2.00

.35

orders include choice of Barbecued Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter
Visit the Gaslite for Fun.
Ballroom Leasing.
SAN CARLOS

Art Cleaners
398 E. Santa

$1.73

Slab of nutty Swiss cheese

at

Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.

Rooms from $85 Per

MARKET STS.

Located in the Sainte Claire Hotel

Senior Coed Wins
Journalism Award

TICO S

1.50
1.50
1.50
1..50
1.50
1.45

COMBINATION PLATES
Any 2 meats

place, S20; second place, $12.50;
third place, $7.50. Color first
place, $20. Gift certificates arc
being provided by Town and Country Camera Center and San Jose
Camera Shop. Webb’s Photo Supply is awarding plaques to all
winners.

MISS SUSIII1 Kang, Spartan Daily
Campus Life Editor from Honolulu, Hawaii was awarded honorable mention in the national
William Randolph Hearst Sixth
Annual Journalism Awards Program yesterday.
Miss Kang, 21 -year-old senior.
won on the basis of her feature
story "Today is the Birthday of
Chester Who?" about Chester
Allan Arthur, successor to the
assissinated Pres. James Garfield.
A member of Theta Sigma Phi,
women’s national journalism honorary, Miss Nang is a journalism
major. She received a $100 scholarship from the Hawaiian Civic Club
of the Bay A;
earlier this year.

If you earned a "B" average in
your SPRING SEMESTER you will
receive an EXTRA 2070 discount
or savings of S50.$150 on CAR
INSURANCE
at is offered only
’
STATE FARM INSURANCE
, ,crcar and
’
PAUL J. SCOLA
OFFICE 378-4123
RES 266-5908

ATTENTION STUDENTS
WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN
ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS.

.41I-Campus Photo Contest
Ends Monday at 5 p.m.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Phone Orders

SPARTAN DAILT-11

Work Study Program
Changes Qualifications

throughout the campus. Three
speeches on Viet Nam by journalist
Robert Scheer were relayed to
classroom audiences this semester
ft) % INCE STREANO
Anuually the college administers
"Approximately 90 per cent of
its entrance examination ever TV. the student body is nirdv able to
qualify fur work study program
425 HOURS
Between September and Decem- jobs under new qualifications,"
ber, 1965, ITV completed 425 hours said Phyllis Headland of the colof broadcasting. presented 16 dif- lege’s placement office.
The program, when originally
ferent courses, and reached 9,500
adopted, applied only to students
students.
This year marks the tenth anni- from low income families. Now
any student ith a financial need
versary of ITV. To celebrate the
can qualify. although students
occasion, the fourth West Coast
from lw nicorne families are given
filo uctional Television Conferpriority.
ence will convene at SJS.
The work study program is a
The two-day session begins Jan.
project designed to give the stuFIRST PROGRAMS
31, according to Mrs. Martin,
dent a chance to earn money while
By late 1954 the first closed chairman. Approximately 175 dele- he is attending school. The progates
from
across
the
country will gram originated from
circuit TV program were broadthe Ecohear featured speaker Robert E. nomic Opportunity Act which
cast from Agnews to SJS.
was
Lee,
conunissioner
of
Educational
During 1955 the college purpassed by the Federal Congress in
Broadcasting
for the Federal Com- 1964. Since then, it has been put
chased $10,000 worth of equipunde rthe jurisdiction of the U.S.
and used munications Commission.
ment -- two cameras
Dr.
Charles
McIntyre, chairman Office of Education.
them to help train instructors. The
techares watched classroom pro- of Instructional Resources for the
All jobs in which the students
cedures of professionals and the National Association of Education- are placed are with public or pricameras were also used in demon- al Broadcasters; Edwin G. Cohen, vate non-profit organizations. The
strations for educators throughout director of National Center for Federal Government pays 90 per
the state while the television staff School and College Television and cent of the students’ wages, while
prepared budgets and programs Dr. Lawrence T. Frymire, tele- the organization pays the other 10
vision coordinator for the state pe trent. So far the only big probfor the future.
Now the college owns eight of California will also address the lem is finding enough students for
the available jobs. Some of the offbroadcast cameras, six image mag- invitational conference.
IDEAS EXCHANGED
campus jobs are social and recreanification cameras, video tape re"The purpose of the conference tion work, typists, telephoners,
corders and playback equipment
as well as a complete mobile TV is to give the participants an op- general con.struction and mainteunit, the olive drab trailer usually portunity to exchange ideas with nance. "We have jobs available
parked between the Journalism others who understand the in- for just about every major," said
finitely useful aspects of educa- Mrs. Headland, "and Santa Clara
Building and old barracks.
SJS officials use the equipment tional television," Mrs. Martin County just opened 50 new positions with a large variety."
for observations and student evalu- said.
One of the most abundant jobs
She also explained that it will be
ations in the teacher training program. Many courses such as art, a working conference, dedicated now available is for teachers’ aids.
advertising, psychology, anatomy, to the piinciples of educational TV. Students filling these positions aid
Considerable free discussion time
typing, modern dance, football,
basketball, speech and drama, ben- will divide eight section meetings
on legislation, program exchange,
efit from the use of TV.
utilization, production, graphics,
CAMERAS
IMAGE
curriculum development, personnel,
Instructors use image magnifi- buildings and equipment, and media
evaluation and recation cameras to show manipu- integration
lative techniques in jewel r y search.
After this conference, most parmaking, in looking through micmscopes in biology and for recording ticipants will attend the 1966
students’ performances so they can Western Radio and Television Con/1r1
ference in San Francisco, accordsee themselves in action.
Entire courses are produced on ing to Mrs. Martin.
One Day Service
Educational TV at SJS has come
video tape. The closed circuit system monitors special college a long way from the days of the
events, such as the Honors Con- I first broadcast from Agnews State
vocation, for showing to audiences I Hospital

phone 738-1111
Friday and Saturday
Reservations Accepted.

Wednesday, January 19, 1966

means a cash bonus for you on
discontinued texts.
Books discontinued here may be used at
other stores throughout the West.

Month.
CY 5-2626
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Professional Pharmacists I
CLARA STRELTS

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

FOR WOMEN

By
spurt:in

for the st tais
time
students. one SJS eoupl.,

David

1.1

FOR MEN
we have a
Complete Line of Jade East Products
4Z.,,Z45--011-47)J
MACY
CY 2-5502
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WILL TEACH
The adventurous pair will
teach in Samoa for th. Chutch
of .7esiis Christ of 1.attor Day
Saints iLdD.S., (dolleee of \Vest ern Samoa. Smith will insfritet
a siNth nratle class and his wife.
Martha. will teach high school
bioloey,
"N’Veslttn Samoa i, ender .he
Zealand and became wile]

al.M.M70.71

ill 191;2.
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APPLIED RESEARCH
LABORATORIES, INC.
32 Years of Leadership in Spectrochemistry
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Activity" for Selective Service Purposes

Civilian and Military Applications
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Oriented Management
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of orient: ,
new students. The ASII
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Orioni at ion Commit t..e
charge of showing rtetv
rairipils and explaining reg.procediii c= which all
students must faee Thursday
and Friday. Feb. 10 and 11.
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* Profit Sharing
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Lomb Incorporated

Offers Professional Opportunities in In;trument
Systems for Materials Analysis
* "Essential

Registration
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The new governor,. ito improve the edicciits people, but as yet
the necessary experifunds." Mrs. Smith ex-

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
7

FEW FURNITIIRE
Honw furnishings. unlike those
found in America, are kept to
a minimum. They include mat
beds, cooking equipment and a
few brioks,
The t radit ion -bound Sainoan
families have it peeking attler,
in which the youngest member
has the least status and is respensible 10 his elders.
-Wr detinitcly don’t have the

!lilt

pent.

among

The

selected an itinerary that will
take them 3.000 mites southwest
Ilawctii to "the middle of
no where."
A Lind 01 tatitlidity. inosouithes,
and thatch 11011SOS nreails
Mrs.

programs,

London Missionary
Sriciety, Jehovah’s Witnesses.
:ind L.D.S. ate most protninent,"
she added,
(Thurch ecillege of Wostern
Samoa. a high school with an
affiliated elementary sehool.
a modem sehool with 20 1...i
on the fartilty, who toe
American or Samoan.
"The Samoan people, thou
they lief. under primitive conditions, do not have jxwerty as
we know it." Mrs. Smith said,
They live in mund grass and
thatch houses called ’fates."
which are open in the day and
cevered by rolled mats at night.

Apia IS’e-itern Samoa. The couple
will leave for the tiwieal land
Saturday and will be gone fot at
least three years.
Smith tlrlidllIll ed f row. SJS
last June in elementary eiliwation. and NIrs. Smith will graduate after completing a three unit
correspondence colirse in ’life
seience education.

REVLON Under Eye Cream

Subsidiary of Bausch &

ei uca t ionni
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Staff’ 1l
Activities
from trips to Alexico
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10th & William
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Couple To Teach in Samoa

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA
SAN JOSE

Accepts 3-Year Assignment

P.

A
....11.40

Regu’or 1.93

A
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Register with Your College Placement Office Now for

SPECIAL S1.05

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Wednesday, February 16, 1966
or You may write us direct at . . .
Applied Research Laboratories Inc.
P.O. Box 1710 G’endile, Cli..sro a 91209
Attention: C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director

Golden West Dry Cleaners
arid Shirt Laundry
In by 9 a.m.

Out by 5 p.m.

25 So. 3rd Street

292-1052

Campu4 Pao aPe 6ackt
only 25ce
a4kro-Pad
to- ad
...an assortment of fine, nationally-advertised
productscourtesy of famous manufacturers.
You will receive such products as these:
,

...an assortment of fine, nationally-advertised
productscourtesy of famous manufacturers.
You will receive such products as these:
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No ’Pomp’
For January

Graduates
S. postman may not
The
know it. Ian he will play an important role in the lives of SJS’
January graduates.
For these graduates there will
he no commencement, no pomp
and circumstance. just a mailman who will deliver an important piece of paper.
The January graduate will
reach out, not shake the hand
of a eollege dignitary issuing a
degree, Intl to pull from the
back of the mailbox an envelope
which contains his diploma.
STUDENT PREIFERENCE
Most students. however, prefer
to reeeive their diplomas without
eeremony, aecording to Dr. Ralph
cunimings, dean of admissions
and records.
January comtnencement was
abolished in 1962 because of a
lack of participation by graduates, lack of funds and difficulty
in obtaining the proper caliber
of speakers.
RECEPTION FLOPS
Dr. Cummings explained that
group of students protested the
absence of a graduation ceremony one year. To please them.
plans were made for a special
presidential reception on their
behalf. "The faculty had a good
time." lie recalled. "After all
their protesting. the graduates
didn’t even bother to come."
Dr. Cummings added that
there is no provision in the
budget for a mid -year graduation
ceremony. The no commencement policy puts SJS in harmony
with graduating practices of
other colleges and universities
from Stanford to Indiana ’Enke
versity.
Students completing degrees
in January may participate in
June commencement exercises,
lie said.

Photo by Jtrnes

EXCITING SEASON AHEAD
For my as yet unnamed stiecessor, this will mean looking forward to many exciting news events expected in the spring, including
the annual Sparta Sings competition in March, the Miss SJS beauty
pageant in late spring, the visit of Buckminster Fuller next month,
the selection of new members for the SJS pep squad and a "change
of wardrobe" in the fashion scene from sweaters to sleeveless shirts.
WE’VE TVPE-WRITTEN
But now it’s my turn to place the cover on my typewriter and
make way for a new campus life editor. A most sincere "Thank
you" to all of the publicity chairmen of various campus organizations for their cooperation and assistance this semester. It’s been
a meet enjoyable five- month:sirs the, Daily’s campus life editor.
Today I am joining the rest of the student body, who are
examinationitis." But,
plagued with a common disease called
fear not, fellow Spartans. Heads-up, shoulders back ... we’ll march
through this crisis-- how else?"SANS-SOUCI" (without worry,
carefree).
. . . and that’s that from J208.
11MONINNIMOINI10.14,1i11111111iiIIIIIIIINIMM11

I BEAU TIES I Try-Out Dates Set Coin Operated
481 E. San Carlos
For Band-Aides
r.NGAGEMENTS
Linda Houseman, junior business education major from Palo
Alto. reveals her betrothal to
William Maddays, junior civil
engineering major at Univemity
of California at Berkeley and
Alpha Phi Omega member from
Palo Alto. Couple will west
June 18.
Emily Merrill, junior advertising student from Lafayette
anti member of Kappa Alpha
Theta, announces her engagement to Barry Jackson, Mississiipi State College senior husi,
major from Jackson, Miss.
hi. pair plan a summer wedding.
Arlene Krueger, UCLA senior
sociology major from Los An voles. is betrothed to Tom Relies,
seninr business managetnent major from Los Angeles. The pair
will marry in June.

Coeds interested in joining the
Band-Aides. dance group with
the SJS Marching Band, rrni
try out at PERI* Feb. 17, 4:30
p.m., and 3:30 p.m. on Feb. 18.
aceording to Jean Fleming. co leader.
Band-Aides candidates should
stand at least 5 foot 4. No dancing experience is necessary to
qualify. Coeds are asked to wear
shorts or hermuda shorts with
a tucked -in blouse for the tryouts.
Co-leaders of the Band -Aides,
Miss Fleming and Botty Lou
Mathes, 1965 SJS homecoming
queen, %vitt make the final selections of dancers after consultation with ’loges A/tizzy, ditector of the marching band
and acsueia le professor of music.
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This valuable array of products comes to you with
the compliments of the manufacturers. CAMPUS
PAC is yoursonly while the supply lasts . . .

This valuable array of products comes to you with
the compliments of the manufacturers. CAMPUS
PAC is yoursonly while the supply lasts . . .

Exclusively at

CAL BOOK

at reasonable rates
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Unapproved

apartments exclusively for women students. Are you
looking for a change from restrictions of Approved
Housing? BELLE MANOR is the answer for the
mature student.
These attractive, clean, 2 bedroom apartments are located on the edge of the campus. Quality furnishings
include large desks for each student, Kroeler living
room, twin foam beds, all electric kitchens, and private
deck or patio.
All of this plan a

134 L San Fernando

between 10th & 11th

Belle Manor
Apartments

rr

.441

Brescoll

The pulse of campus life slows down, and the bell will ring
soon for a recess from term papers, ball-point pens that decide not
to write dining a test. used books with pages in pink or yellow "highlight" marks, midterm blue Cards. final "sink or swim" examinations for "C" level grades. student loans. club chats, 6-months overdue library books, pledge "sneaks," 11 p.m. lockouts, and no -snooze
pills.
As the fall semester bows out. the hustle ’n bustle or the Spartan Daily news room clies down. Reporters cover their typewriters
(for the first time t and put down their copy pencils and press
passes. One of the busiest offices on campus will qUiet down for a
week, but the press is restless alld Will not rest for long. When SJS
re-opens fur the spring setnestur Monday. Feb. 7, the Daily’s news
room "will ride again" Nvith nevdy-appointed editor, Tom Mead,
at the reins.
Meanwhile oui fearless leader, Scott Moore, is cleaning out his
desk dtawers to make room for his successor. Among the souvenirs
which he finds for his scrap book are an engraved invitation to the
Academie Council; one unpaid, tinsij.-,ned and unaddressed subscription blank for the New Student; a 42 -point headline for a story
on Carol Doda (clothed); and ten "quik-fizz" Irameltz.er tablets
(Relief is just a swallow away).

Announcing
A New Concept
in Women’s Housing
kansa.

KANG

Campus Life Editor

idea of going there to ’Americanize’ the Samoans," Mrs. Smith
emphasiz ed, "but vve hope,
through education, that they will
be able to progress individually."

new concept in women’s housing,

for the low rate of $135 per month. See for yourself.

457 E. San Carlos

Belle Manor Apartments
415

South 5th Street, San Jose, or Phone 292-3095

Gas Prices
in San Jose
Major Oil Co. Gas!)

Puritan Oil
4fh & William
6th fy Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian
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Famous Strads
To Play Here
The Paginini Quartet will play
200-year-old Stradivarius instruments in concert for what
may be the last time they will
ever again be heard, Friday.
Feb. 25 at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
The event is sponsored by the
Beta Eta Chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia, music fraternity.
Tickets. on sale in the Student
Affairs Business Office in Buikiing R, are $2.50. Proceeds will
go to the Sinfonia FLIt1(1, to advance the CatISC of music.
GOOD DEPARTMENT
Quartet violist Albert Gillis,
assistant professor of mu.sic at
SJS explained his rea.son.s for
joining the music faculty here.
"I wanted to become aligned
with a good MUSiC department.
San Jose has a good reputation
throughout the state. It has
lived up to my expectations."
Gillis was invited to join the
quartet six years ago by the
group’s first violinist Henri
Tomianka. At that time he was
given the famous Strad viola.
It wa.s made in 1731 by Stradivariu.s for Paginini and is presently valued at $80,000. Stradivarius made one 11 violas.
"The viola has a varnish that
is hard to duplicate," said Gillis.
"It shows superb Craftsmanship."
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QUARTER OF MILLION
The instruments in the Quartet, which are valued at a quarter of a million dollars, were
brought to New York City from
Europe by Amen Herrman.

Herrman refused to sell the instruments, the viola, two violins and cello, separately.
The instruments were purchased hy patroness Mrs. William Clark of New York and
Santa Barbara. She arranged
the formation of the Paginini
Quartet so they could be played
together.
Before Mrs. Clark’s death she
willed the instruments to the
Cochran Museum in Washington, D.C. They are to go to the
Museum after this, the last tour
of the Paginini Quartet. The
tour will include 24 cities in the
United States and Canada. San
Jose State is the last stop.
EUROPE AND U.S.
First violinist Henri Tomianka
has studied in both Europe and
the United States where he
graduated from the Curtis Institute. He has lectured and
written for Holiday, Papeant,
Esquire and Reatler’s Digest.
Harris Goldman, second violinist, is an instructor at the
University of Southern California. He is a graduate of Yale
University and the Juilliarcl
School of Music.
Co-founder of three organizations, the New World String
Quartet, the Chamber Music
Guild of New York and the original Guilet String Quartet, Lucien Laporte is the Quartet celloist. He was soloist with the New
York Symphony Orchestra.
Gillis, formerly president of
the Texas unit of American
String Teachers Association.

Programs Committee
Slates Spring Events
The ASB Spartacamp Programs Committee has scheduled
events for the coming semester
in both the Invitation to the
Arts and Washington Square
Series.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetextdE
BOOK NOW
for summer travel
on

Full Season
In Fine Arts
For Spring
SJS students can look forward
to a full fine arts schedule next
semester.
The Drama Department will
open its spring sea.son Mar. 4
vvith Rehert BoIt’s "A Man for
All Season." nireeted by Miss
Elizabeth 1 enffler, professor of
t,. 11. y will he presenter’ a"ar. 5 and Mar. 9
thr..,-1, 19
ri,:i.h.en’s
Theater will
The
present "99te natron," direeted
try Dr Hugh Nelson Mar. 24,
25 and 26.
"The Rival" by Sheridan will
open in the College Theater
Apr. 15 and run Apr. 16 and
Apr. 20 thmugh 23. It will be
directed bv Dr. Harold C. Crain,
professor of drama.
’MADAME BUTTERFLY’
Pueeini’s "Madame Butterfly"
will close the season May 20
and 21 and May 25 thmugh 28
Director is Dr Paul DOVIV.
All Mays will be presented in
the College Theater. in addition.
Readers Theater will nresent
"The Doctor and the Devils,"
directed hy Dr. Dorothy Hadley.
May 6 and 7.
The SJS Gallery in the Art
Building will open with its first
spring show Feb. 14 thmuvh
Mar. 4. It Ls entitled "Arts and
Architecture."
CERAMICS
James Lovera, associate professor of art, is organizing a
"Second National Invitational
Ceramics Exhibition" to open
Mar. 14 and continue through
Mar. 31. Seventeen artists will
display their work.
A commercial art exhibition is
being or gani z ed by Thomas
Elsner, associate professor of
art. The display will be on view
Apr. 11 through 27.
The Annual Student Art Exhibition will begin May 16 and
continue to June 10. It will
reopen June 27, remaining open
until July 1.
The music department will
present the first concert of the
semester Feb. 25 when Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia sponsors a performance by the world-famous
Paganini Quartet.
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Si. Claire
.7raye/Service
74 W. San Carlos
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A Thing of Beauty
is a Joy Forever

W.09.1_,VAN

BLOCKS
LIBRARY

APPROX. 1000
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From
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SOUNDPROOF

62 YEARS IN SAN JOSE

Select from a regal collection of
bridal ensembles . . . designed for
’her royal highness".

BLOCKS

CAMPUS

John Quigley, SJS graduate
student in design and teaching
crafts, wil speak Friday, Jan. 28
at 8 p.m. at the San Jose Art
Center, 482 S. Second St. The
lecture is free,
Speaking on the uses of three
dimensional materials in a two
dimensional way, Quigley will
demonstrate the use of durhanic
putty, styrafoain and paper machier.

’t

,..etitTUX DAD Y-1

ENJOY REAL
SECOND
SEMESTER
COMFORT

Graduate Student
To Lecture

Icelandic
Airlines

297-1700

Wolfgang Von Karajan Ensemble will be presented Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in Concert
Hall as a part of the Invitation
to the Arts Series.
The Series will continue with
an offering Friday of the Lowa
String Quartet which will be
featured at 8:15 p.m. in Concert
Hall.
There is no charge to SJS
students and faculty and is $1.50
to the public.
The Washington Square Series
will present the George Shearing Quintet of jazz March 3
at 8:15 p.m. in the Men’s Gymnasium. Also scheduled is an
appearance by Theodore Bikel,
folk singer, May 5 at 8:15 in
the Men’s Gyrimasium.
The Washhigton Square Series
performances cost $1.50 for SJS
students and faculty and $2.50
for the public.

1.Velnestlay

f3telA QTIE
on tenth across from men’s dorm

PHONE: 297-0518
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CHECK-UPS
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Semester Wrap-Up

ATO Wins Fall All-Sports Title

Fast, Efficient Repair Service
Reasonable Rates

By BOB REED
Daily Sports IA titer
Alpha Tau Omega has won the
fall semester intramural sports
point championship, Intramural Director Dan Unruh announced yesterday.
The Taus gained the title by
winning the all-cullege football

Free Estimates

PAUL’S CYCLES
1425 The Alameda
2,34764
Open Tues. titre Sat

championship, ,,tai placing high in
nearly all intramural team activities.
ATO member Paul Savoia said,
"The participation and enthusiasm
of the whole house, and not just
our athletic ability, are responsible
for the success ATO has enjoyed
in intramural sports this semester."

."1
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Coming:

February 16 and 17, 1966

IIUGHES announces
campus interviews for
Electronics Engineers and
Physicists receiving
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. degrees.
Contact your Placement Office
immediately to arrange an
interview appointment.

Savola also credited ATO athletic director Mike Fink with "effective guidance of all house teams."
The first major intramural activity of the year was touch football,
which ran from the beginning of
the semester to Nov. 12, when the
all -college championship game was
held.
Fraternity champ ATO edged
independent winner Me and Them
14-13 in the title contest, but had
to stop a conversion attempt on
the final play to preserve the
victoo .

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

%OE

Or write: Mr. A. J. Simone
Hughes Field Service & Support
P.O. Box 90515
Los Angeles, California 90009
Creating a new world with electronics

1

HUGHES

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
u. s. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
An equal opportunity employer.
Larry Nelson
MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE
715 North First Street
Suite 35
In San Jose call 297-2738
On the Peninsula 968-6816

le oil
The victors’ touchdmA
long passes from quarterback Bill
Ardis to Ted (Banos) Brannon
and Jim Pryor. Ardis also threw
for both conversions.
Reserve signal -caller Stan PavleV almost pulled the game out of
the fire for Me and Them, firing
two scoring strikes in the last
quarter, but his last-ditch pass
for the extra point was smothered
by the hard-charging Tau line.
The team of Randy Wright arid
Dave Dougan won the all -college
two-man volleyball tournament by
default over the other finalist,
the Ben Bower-Cal White duo.
William Taylor, a novice, won
the annual Turkey Trot cross
country race on Nov. 23 with a
time of 17:13, just one second
ahead of second place Jim Estes.
The "’Trot," held every year just
before Thanksgiving, is one of the
college’s most popular traditions.
The 1965 run drew 244 entries.
Another annual event, the Little
"500" bicycle race was not held
this year due to unusually rainy
VVill You Have
Immediate Cash Values?
2 Nest Eggs With
Mutual Benefit’s
CASH VALUE
INSURANCE!
i. A nest egg for your future
family. A small initial outlay
creates a substanital estate
value. That’s the life insurance
part.
2. A nest egg for yourself. Each
deposit creates cash for emergencies and opportunities. MuNal Benefit’s Cash Value insurance guarantees you money in
the 1st year and grows rapidly
each additional year. This is
important to you because most
companies have no cash values
for 3, 4, or 5 years.
Call or write for your copy of
the complete story of Mutual
Benefit’s Cash Value Life Insurance; "A Special Kind of Life
Insurance."
Write or call for information
Dan Hitchcock SJS ’59
Larry Nelson SFS ’62
Tom Fields SJS ’65

weather. %%hich forced several postixinements and finally. cancellation.
Fish A Go-Go, an independent
group, captured the all -college
wrestling tournament on Dec. 10,
with ATO and Sigma Phi Epsilon
tying for second.
The Trademarks were victorious
in the bowling tourney, which ended Jan. 12, but had to nose out
the second place Southlanders in
their final match to clinch the
title. The top two were followed
closely by Allen Hall, We Five,
ATO and Air Force ROTC.
The Awful-Awfuls stamped
themselves as the team to beat in
intramural basketball league nlaY
this spring, when they won the
"A" division championship in the
cage tourney which ended last
Wednesday. Jerry Shaw paced the
Awfuls to a 51-42 triumph over
SAE in the finals by netting
21 points.
ATO was third and Sigma Nu
fourth in "A’s," while Basketball
Inc. copped the "B" crown, the

Mojo Men won in "C’s" and the
Tip Ins took "D" honors.
Top individual eager was Jerry
Gilbert of To Whom It May Concern of the "A" division, who
burned the nets for 104 points in
four games.
The Cal -Hawaiians won last
week’s swinuning tourney, with
SAE a close second and ATO third.
The Taus had won the tournament
three out of the last four years.
Individual champions were tennis, Kelly Moss, free throw contest
Larry Freemark; and badminton
Mark Brumbaugh.
FALL SEMESTER
l’OINT STANDINGS
ATO
SAF:
.
Allen Hall
AFROTC
DSP
TChi
Sig F:ps
Sig Nu
Markham Hall
Me and Them

Spartan Athletes
Get No Vacation

L SAN ANTONi0 CY2SON
Donnoors Sul hoe

SJS gymnastics and wrestling
teams will have very little time
for vacationing during semester
break.
Coach Clair Jennett’s gyrnnasts
will have just a week to recover
from final examinations before
swinging into action Feb. 4, in
a home meet with Brigham Young
University.
On the following day, they travel
to Los Angeles for the UCLA
Invitational, arid then have five
days to prepare for a dual meet
with Stanford on Feb. 11.
Coach Hugh Mumby’s grappler
crew has four meets in four days,
beginning Feb. 2 against Stanford
in Palo Alto. They play hosts to
Santa Barbara on Feb. 4, and San
Diego State and UCLA on Feb. 5.

HEY! WHERE YOU GONNA SELL YOUR BOOKS?

WHY NOT TRY SPARTAN BOOKSTORE?
OUR OFFERS ARE COMPETITIVE, AND WE BUY BOOKS
EVEN AFTER OTHERS STOP, BECAUSE WE NEED MORE
BOOKS. IT DOESN’T MATTER IF THEY WERE BOUGHT
HERE, USED HERE, OR BROUGHT HERE.

WE PAY MM
Come In and Make Us Prove It!
* We realize we are gramatically incorrect, but we
claim poetic license.

cpartait geek4tere
"Right on Campus’.

577 %
512
372%
291
287%
286%
244 %
2’17
201
190

1
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By JEFF STOCKTON
Daily Sports Editor

With the final issue of the Spartan Daily, I thought It would be
nice to inform the SJS students and faculty exactly what the Spartan
coaches need:
Football, Harry Anden.on-A handy-dandy quote book.
Football, Gene Menges-A group of old brochures with his preKen Berry records intact.
Football, Ed Henite--Twelve new unused defensive diagrams.
Football, John Webb--A pair of stilts so he-can play bask=1
With the other coaches at noon.
Football, Damon Dame-A tape-recording saying "Just one more
hip, fellows."
Water polo, Lee Walton-a pair of undetachable swim fins so
he won’t lose them every time he goes diving.
Soccer, Julie Menendez-Exclusive rights on all foreign soccer
players.
Intramural director Dun Unruh-A smile
Cross-Country, Mary Smith-A Honda so he can check up on
his runners during their 100-mile a week workouts.
Basketball, Stu Inman--A few more saints.
- Basketball, Dan Glines-A win.
Department chairman and WCAC Commissioner, Walt McPherson-The perfect referee and eight basketball coaches minus their
vocal cords.
Gymnastics, Clair Jennett--One 6-3 muscWar gymnast or two
5-6 Tony Coppolas.
Wrestling, Hugh Mtunby-An insurance policy against fractures
when he practices with his team.
Judo, Yeah Uchida-Coverage in the Spartan Daily.
Swimming, Tom O’Neill -A new alarm clock so he can get to
early morning practice in time.
Track, Bud Winter-A new track, by IL F. Goodrich.
Athletic Director, Bob Bronzan-Six intersectional football games
against Colorado School of Mines.
Sports Information Director, Nordy Jensen-constant 100 degree
temperat ure.

CAREERS
IN STEEL

1SJS Trackmen
Travel to L.A.
For Invitational
A five man contingent will represent SJS in Saturday’s Los Angeles Invitational indoor track
meet.
Coach Bud Winter plans to send
his crack mile relay team, 7-0 high
jumper Ed Johnson and 60-yard
dash man Wayne Hermen to the
Sports Arena this weekend.
The Spartan mile relay squad
set a new meet record at the Examiner Indoor two weeks ago with
a 3:2’1.1 clocking in the team’s
initial effort of the year.
Running for SJS will be Hermen, Ken Shackelfod, Tim Twomey and tommy gmith -or Tim
Knowles anchoring.
Johnson hit 6-8 at the Examiner
meet and will be perfcrrming before the hometown folks this weekend. He did 7-0 while attending
Los Angeles Harbor JC.
Hermen also is entered in the
60-yard dash. He was clocked in
6.2 seconds at the Examiner meet,
running a strong third.

OETH EHEI4
STRR

Our representative
will be on campus

Feb. 21 and 22
to interview undergraduate
and graduate candidates for
Bethlehem’s 1966 Loop
Course training program
OPPORTUNITIES are
available for men interested
in steel plant operations,
sales, research, mining, accounting, and other activities.
DEGREES required are
mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical, chemical, industrial, civil, mining, and
other engineering specialties; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business
administration, and liberal
arts.

Judo, Swimming
Teams Active

If you would like to discuss
your career interest with a
Bethlehem representative.
see your placement officer
to arrange for an interview
appointment.

The Spartan judo squad will
open its season with the AAU
Novice Championship at Sacramento Saturday.
The Judokas will also have two
meets over semester break, with
the Budokal Invitational in San
Francisco Jan. 30 and the San Jose
Buddhist Invitational in the SJS
Gym.
The Spartan swimming squad
has four meets over the vacation.
They are Feb. 2 at Chico State,
Feb. 4 at Oregon, Feb. 5 at Oregon
State and Feb. 11 home against
ITC at Santa Barbara.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON

SJS basketballers are at the
same time the best defensive and
worst offensive squad in the West
Coast Athletic Conference, according to league statistics announced
yesterday.
’The Spartans are last in team
scoring despite boasting the
WCAC’s top scorer in S. T. Saffold. As a team, the SJS hoopsters
are averaging only 63.0 points per
game. University of San Francisco
is leading this category with an
average of 93.3 per contest.
In three games, Saffold has
popped for 61 points and an average of 20.3. Not far behind is St.
Mary’s Don Devincenzi with a
20.0 average and Loyola’s Bob
Burns at 18.3.
TOPS DEFENSIVELY
Defensively, the Spartans are
tops, allowing only 60 points a
game. University of the Pacific,
second in this department, has
given up 63.3 markers per tilt.
Saffold is the only Spartan in
any of the four individual categories.
St. Samuel is tenth in field goal
percentage with a 51.2 mark. He
made 13 of 14 shots in the league
opener. USF’s Erwin Mueller is
top cat here with a 58.3 percentage, followed by teammate Dennis
Black at 56.7.
As expected, Keith Swagerty
holds a conunanding edge in the
rebounding department, picking
off 16.7 retrieves a game. Last
year, as a sophomore, Swagerty
was the fifth best rebotuider in
the nation. Latest statistics this
season place him fourth among
the nation’s collegians.
Joe Ellis is second with 11.7
rebounds, while Saffold is ninth,
averaging 8.3 a game.
POOR FOUL SHOOTERS
Spartan cagers were shut out
in the top 11 free throw marksmen, a category topped by Pepperdine’s Gene Lowe with a perfect record in nine attempts.
Conspiciously absent from this
list is Russ Banko, the second
best free throw shooter in the
nation last year, when he sank
88.1 per cent of his shots. This
year he has not been able to match
the 75 per cent mark Loyola’s
Ken Peterson has recorded for
llth place in league rankings.
.1.!4? pl,t,I.c4iim le_ader in fie
goal percentage with a 50.4 mark,
while SJS is fifth at 39.1.
SJS is also fifth in free throw
percentages, following leader
* * *
Tbe complete individual statistics:
PLAYER FG FT REIS. TP AVG.
Saffold
77 41 111 195 16.8
Tarrantts 61 18 71 140 11.7
Newell
51 13 55 115 9.5
Gleason
30 9
23
69 5.7
Keating
22 17 18 61
5.0
Schlink
20 12 33
52 4.3
Denzer
18 9 46
45
4.1
Durand
11
8 24
30 2.5
Brennan
8 6
17 22 3.1
Boggs
5 6
11
16
1.3
Clegg
5 2 16
12 1.7
McConnell 3 0
2
6
1.5
Erickson
1
1
1
3 1.0
Carpenter 1
0
2
2 0.5
- SJS MS. 313 142 533 774 64.5
OPP. TLS.290 197 573 777 64.8

Loyola 475.61 with a 65.3 percentage.
Swagerty is pacing UOP to
the team leadership in rebounding
with a 59.3 average per game, with
the Spartans sixth at 45.9.
For the whole season, Saffold
is the leading Spartan scorer, putting in 16.2 points a game as his
squad split its first 12 encounters.
Following is center Frank Tar-

Completely

:

Basketball Tickets
SJS students desiring to attend the University of California
basketball game at Berkeley’s
Harmon Gyin Jan. 29 at 8 p.m.
will he admitted for 50 cents
each upon presentation of student body card at special booths
set up outside
at Berkeley.
Students without student body
cards 8111 not be allowes1 to
purchase the 50 cent tickets.
contests, destroying a previously,
undefeated record in three contests.
This time, the Spartans of Stu
Inman will play five games before
the second semester starts.
The first action is Jan. 29 at
California, followed by these West
Coast Athletic Conference contests:

* Bigger valves
* "Hotter" camshaft
* Brand new Porsche exhaust system

MICHAEL’S MOTORS
YOUR VW AND PORSCHE SERVICE and REPAIR CENTER
ONLY ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sat.
Phone 295-1455
17 S. 8th St., San Jose

Feb. 3 - vs. Santa Clara at
San Jose Civic Auditorium; Feb.
5 - - USF in Spartan Gym; Feb.
11 - at Pepperdine and Feb. 12 at Loyola.
Call possesses a 5-9 record and
is starting a lineup of five players
who were not on the Cal roster
last season, either because they are
junior college transfers or were
redshirt ing.
Santa Clara is tied for third with
the Spartans in WCAC action with
a 2-1 record and was the consolation chtunpion of the WCAC tourney. The Broncos possess one of
the best backcourt duos in the
area in Eric Paulson and Mike
Gervasoni,
USF currently leads the league
with a 3-0 mark and owns a 12-2
record overall. The Dons breezed
through the WCAC tourney and
are the favorites to tlefend their
league t i t le.
Pepperdine is the league’s weak
sister, with a 0-3 record in conference action and seasonal mark of
1-11. In the WCAC tourney, the
Waves had the dubious distinction
of allowing 100 points or over in
all three of its games.

- EASY PAYMENT PLAN -

Est. IWO

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

293-6383

24 So. 2nd St.

STUDENT SHIP TO HOLLAND
WILLOW GLEN TRAVEL is now fek
ing reservations for the Groot Beer,
student ship owned nd operated by
the Dutch Gosornmiont. This ship is
open fo students only. One way prices
for the i I day trip start at-

si85.00
Willow Clen
Travel Agency
Phone 298-0136

1275 Lincoln. Son Jose

Take that study break and
come bowling at Downtown
Bowl . . .

3 games for S1.00
TO

SJS Students
Evenings and Weekends

DOWNTOWN BOWL
294-7800

375 W. Santa Clara Sf.

ALKINIWS4814.80,petzsem,Atemsti serityll.p.,11K.Jial,,pensitcpsiusimpausupperp,r,

SCREEN SCENES

Jhe

SARATOGA STUDIO

14502 Big Basin Way

867-3026 396 Santis First
292-8778
Lee Marvin, Jane Fonda in
STARTS TODAY
CAT BALLOU
-Made in ’43...Discovered in ’65! Lana Turner, Cliff Robertson
THE GREATEST SERIAL
LOVE HAS MANY FACES

EVER FILMED!

CINEMA
552 S. Bascom

ALl 15
EPISODES
COMPLETE!
NEVER
ON TV!

295-7238

REPULSION
THE BRIDGE

G AY
400 South First

oar

296 5544

kiv.vestoottil

TOM JONES

Viitaqe

,
,, .
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576 So. 5Ih

Now Renting For Spring
30 beautiful units
One and two bedroom furnished apartments
Pool
Sunken garage
Elevator
Laundry facilities
Pre -paid gas, water and garbage

IRMA LA DOUCF:

TOWNE
1433 The Alatneda
297-3080
Rod Steiger
in
PAWNBROKER

____

rychonge. only

335.00

’18

rantts at 11.7 and Pete Newell
at 9.5.
Saffold, Tarrantts and Newell
are also one-two-three in rebounding with averages of 9.2, 5.9 and
4.5, respectively.
Teamwise, the Spartans have
averaged 64.5 points a game while
allowing allowing 64.8, and haw
been outrebounded 44.4 to 47.7
Per gdine.

Five Tilts Over Break
For Spartan Cagers
Spartan basketballers hope for
a more fruitful vacation in between semesters than they had
over Christmas vacation.
Over Christmastime, the Spartans lost five of their six

’,PE.VAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18 rental applies to purchase price of
any machine if you decide to buy.

For Rental lOormation Inquire

"TWO HIGH -CAMP FOLK HEROES
IN A MARATHON OF FIST-FIGHTS,
ZOMBIES & RAVENOUS ALLIGATORS!"

Doors Open 12:15 Daily
Early 10:30 a.m. Show Sat.

VARSITY RENTAL
576 So. 5th

’az.7a712F322a--.

293-1445
-1111164/N7f1174

Zeave everythiny . . .

VOLKSWAGEN?
Here is your chance

.7ypewriter3

Cagers ’Best, Worst’

Do you want zest and
speed in your

We have one rebuilt 1962 VW engine, that will make your
VW feel like a Porsche.
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League Statistics
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Get to Roberts
for Bonus Week
During Finals

Q BOOK
w STORE

on tenth across from the men’s dorms.
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Ambassador Applications Due Today

Flower

(SPRING SEMESTER)
June and Smuttier graduates
pagn tor inter% ieu is, appointments DIM In the Placement
Venter ADM2:14. Sign up uill
continue through finals, semester
breatk, and registration for these
Februan inter% Jews.

applasitioas dead- t ietpa t mg colleges. These st talents
l’knlity is
,. for the Community Ambas- will be notified in February of
their acceptEmce.
lor program. All applications
,st be turned in to Dr. Raymond

Flowers

’s

and

ml representative to the
..an by 4 p.m. at CH229.

Corsages

Stanley, professor of geography
pro-

Interviews will be held tomor,..v for students interested in the
.gram. Final applications are
le Jan. 26 for the 10-12 finalists
,sen for the program. Inter,mvs are scheduled for Jan. 29.
Two to three students from the
malists are chosen from the par-

for all
Occasions
292-0462

Job Interviews

WPrInesday, January 19, 1988

10th & Santa Clara

Europe ’66’
VIA

(7116,)

Spring Interviews
Seniors and graduate students
are encouraged to make appointments now in the Placement Center ADM234 for company interVieWS to be held during the first
week of the Spring semester.
Fourteen companies are scheduled to recruit on campus. Majors
in biology, chemistry, .physics,
math, business, accounting and
liberal arts.

oecplItr_kan.latrueeisectleipacettizseco.easertleJAWJpir/LOAR.SeelleitseCtsei:lVki,-LES91.9!
’

NOW -2 LOCATIONS

JETS
PARIS

DEPARTS

Hughes Aircraft Company; electronic engineers. physics with electronics experience - - indu.stry or
military majors for position-9 as a
field engineer, engineer writing,
technical training, instructing, research, design, development, analysis of electronics components and
systems. U.S. citizenship required.

Signups vvill continue through
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation,
finals, semester break and regis- electronic engineers, mechanical
tration. according to the Placeengineers, physics majors for posiment Center.
tion.% in R and D in radar, ECM,
and reconnaissance/strike systems,
ELECTION BOARD
design and development of aeroand GSE structures. U.S.
The ASB Election Borud. headed space
required.
by Chairman Ellis Rother, will be citizenship is
in charge of conducting the spring
Applied Research Laboratories,
elections and enforcing the soon Inc.: mechanical engineers, electo be revised ASB Election Code. tronic engineers, physics majors

4%1
TO

WEDNESDAY. FEB. 16

VIA TWA
vIA UNITED/IBERIA
VIA AAL/IBERIA

June 16th
June 20th
June 22nd

Car ***** Is. tours. and hotel roservatittes con be arranged

Largest

Se/ection

of Guitars in Town

0’

$331 00

Group Rates From

84 E. San Ferk.ando
Next to Western Union Offic
(between 2nd A 3rd Sts.)
298-5404

New York fo Paris Round Trip
San Francisco to Paris Round Trip 5563

tlf

2/2

and
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
(at Lawrence Station Rd. - across
from Futurame Bowl)
248-9858

RESERVE NOW!
CONTACT ANTHONY ENGSTRON
297-0428
51 So. 19th

SJS Grad Student
in Business

NTY

V.:feiraN2/
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SUMMER SESSIONS ABROAD 1966
Univer ,
A . ,
Mexico, July
52S,
tuition. board
ro,m, ard ac,,,,es. Valencia Snain June 24-AuoJst 17. Several
rr
requirements from
I nq tu.tinn board
room
4,
a,t,v
rourd trip by plane, New
York -Madrid. Information: Dr. Maigues
Foreign Ear lull
t.l. SJS P.,orn C6
di N
DISASTER

AUTOMOTIVE 121
’59 SPRITE.
v
:

r

M .
293 427F,

.

’57 DODGE
S29‘,

R,Iya
’

;

MGA ROADSTER
5595. ??? 4-

, 254
W R/H .

’61 RAMBLER vissic. R out, PS
cnnd. Pro,.
EnCo Sta. S.J. RT.
NR Kennny Los r,lt,s. 35441545. _
’62 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX. 4 .p. Po,
.
295
9898. Iv
.m.
’53 -FORD. 6 cylinder. Stick. Rats well.
$100.
. Cal1 294.7294.
’63 HONDA 50. C100 3800 mi. E.1ras
2o’r 1695 aft. 4:30.
’5/ FORD. V.8. R ’H One owner $225.
61

CHEV. le-pall 2 dr. -H.T. V 8
V+ E.,ellent cond. Oi.

’58 59

DODGE.
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FOR SALE 13)
’d
WURLITZER ELCT. PIANO. 9 7
Rm. IOR Mark
J
MODER

P,YA,

STOVE. Mu,t
niuht

SKIS
SKI
-,ts size 6 SIO
21;
CONCOPD TRANS TAPE REtoi-DEIE
2,5 7?SR
WALNUT TABLES
’:20
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HELP WANTED 141
REAL ESTATE SALESMEN OR SALM
WOMEN WANTED. Full or part time.
Unlice,sed oer.ons sponsored. Spiacializ.
ing in home sales & listings in Santa
Clara, W. San Jose, Sunnyvale, & Cupertino. Also Eastsida interests. Ave. office
commission earnings $1000/mo. Call Joe
Dye, SJS grad. Abbey Realty, 711 El
Camino, Sunnyvale. 739 6440.
iAALE: Jr. counselor/floys camp. An,
lel* arid riding experience. June. July,
Aug. Hume 291 56.10.

2 YRS GROUP -from Oregon need; ex. CLEAN QUIET ROOM men - private LRG. UNAPPD. apt. Mdrn. I blk. SJS.
drummer. John. Rm 108 Markham home 11/2 bib to campus. 62 N. 7th St. Call aft. 5. 298-0591.
1 ORM APT. 85 mo. next to campus, GIRL wanted for unappd. apt. 545 5.
7th. *5. 295-1899.
MECHANICAL, CIVIL, oR CHEmICAL girls dorms. 405 S 8th #2
ENGINEERS. R.- -mt Arld. for safety de- BOYS APPROVED ROOM & KIT. PRIV- WANTED: 1 girf to share imeppd. apt.
:
or, es,
fire te,t evaluations. Upi ILEGES $35 per month. 63 S 8th 297- Close to campus. Fran 286-1915.
p, D;v. students in above programs con- 9918
LARGE I BOW. APT. Furnished. $7-5-.
,;,lered for parttime employment. Sched
VARSITY RENTAL 1 & 2 bdrm. aph w/ 731 S. 3rd *3. Son Jose.
flexible but. 20 hrs. min. week depool.
Now
renting
for
Spring
Semester
FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE APT.
sired. 8.4:30 Mon.Fri. Includes full time
or will move. 292-8681.
ri
.,-Fir,o1 vacations. Salary & fringe 576 S 5th 293-1445.
HAWKINS HOUSE. Mon. 406 S. II th.
bnnafifs. Underwriters’ Lab. Inc. 243- BELLE MANOft APTS. unappd,
sively for women students. Delux 2 bdrm Clean. close & comfortable,
2 GIRLS room/board for part fime work on edge of campus. $135 per month 415 WANT I GIRL $42. Lrg. 2 bdrm. W/
study. 642 S. 7th #4. 293-7877.
nursery scllool. Close SJS. 286-0883. S 5th 292.3095
MEN STUDENTS- full time work during FEMALE RMMT to share unappd. 2-bdrm UPPER DIV. FEMALE RMMATE WANTapt.
w/2
others.
560
S.
10th
297-8355
aft.
ED: 2 blks. SJS. Phone 294.7185 after 5.
-ester Break. Can continue part time
11 next semester: call Mr. Ashton 4.
I BDRM. FURNISHED DUPLEX. W & G
ROOMS FOR RENT. Men-2 bdrm with paid. 551 E. St. James St.
4104.
both
gar.
near
SJS.
reasonable.
475
S.
^eeded for next semester betw.
ONE and TWO BDRM. Furn. apts. W/W
Wnar, Ho,,e. 295. 15th.
cptinq. I Ith & Reed. Phone 298.6972.
DELUX 2 BDRM apt. fum. $120. 286TRANQUIL MANOR CONT. FOR SALE
6676 ar 378-9767.
’HOUSING (5)
REAR COTTAGE Married couple $80. Ds,,,unt. S750 semester. 356.5914.
blk.
tn
drps, furn. Ali elec. Semi -private. Rm. Male sen. Kitch. $35. NEED ONE ROOMIE. $35 m-,
647 S. 6th after 5 p.m.
from campus. 414 S. 7th. 297-6287
.1 248.9145.
HALLS OF IVY VACANCIES FOR HAVE 2 BDRMS in private home. Quiet
PERSONALS (7)
SPRING SEMESTtit. Phone 297-1814. neighborhood. About 5-10 min. drive to
SJS. 855 Peter Pan Ave. S -J. $60 mo. inCUSTOM
made
contemporary wedding
NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS. Lane cludes everything except food Call 295rings. George Larimore. 354-1273.
Apts. New. modern, spacious. Lg. closets. 6895.
All elec. See to apprec. 460 S. 4th.
GIRL NEEDED. Unappd. Mod. Apt./
SERVICES 181
286-4442
pool. 3 blks. SJS. 41 ea. 286-4932.
NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furnished.
Featuring: Fireplace, 2 baths, large MODERN 1 bdrm epts. 3 & 4 persons. AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
Chet Bailey. 286-6386. 449 W. San
closets. sundeck, and color TV in party $140. 2 persons $125. 351 S. IIth
Carlos.
room. Close to SJS. 215 S. 12th. 295-4591 294.4952 anytime.
or 286-3292.
/ & 2 BDRM apts. New carpeting. pool TYPING. Term papers, thesis. etc. Pica
JULIAN GLEN APTS. I & 2 bdrms. No. rec. rm. TV Mdrn spacious students living electric. 743-6313.
26.h & E. Julian.
620 S 9th St. 294-4952 anytime.
TYPING. All kinds. IBM electric. Work
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577.
SALE. Sn- ^1. Best offer. Pat 298-7119. FEW SPACES AVAILABLE. Spring se TYPING IN MY HOME. Experienced.
master. 580 S. 6th. Call 297-0314
APTS. AVAILABLE FOR SPRING SE.
UNAPPRVO APT. for 3, one blk frm accurate & guaranteed. 259-4710.
MESTER. Tradewinds-633 S. 8th. $110 campus. $100 per month. call
286-5995. RENT A T.V. Esche’s--Call 251-2598. $10
rn,
Furnished. free parking. See Or
per _month. ____
phnne Mike Scott, Apt. 1, 286.4260 6-8 SUNSET HALL contract for sale (under
TYPING 14 M If-;-10ME. Sunnyvale area.
evenings or on weekends.
Juniper Hall Rates Rentals) Very reason. IBM
electric typewriter. Call 245-7999.
FEMALE STUDENTS. Room & board. $80. disk, Spring 399 S. 12th 293.2969.
TYPING done in my home. Call 252-5793
Urappd. house. 3 blocks to campus. MALE ROOMMATE needed for Spring
HAIRCUt5 $1.50. by appointment only.
Hi.fi, TV. Fireplace. No contract. No Sem. Terry 581 S. 12th
298 5395. 298 So. 12th.
deposit. Esc. food. 286-4331 or 297-9742.
FURN. STUDIO & 1 11DRM. $80 & $85 $40 FURN unappd apt for upp. div.
TRANSPORTATION (91
male 417 S 9th 292.9398.
mo. 48 So. 4th. 292-7852.
GORDON HALL SPRING SEMESTER GRACE HALL contract for sale. Dis- RIDES TO L.A. Leave afternoon of Jan.
28. Contact Bill 266-1492
CONTRACT FOR SALE Reasonable. count. 294.4426. 427 S. 5th.
Phone 251.1628.
2 GIRLS needed to share unappd. apt. CRIPPLED PALO ALTO young man deSANDS APARTMENTS. 1 bdrm $90. 2 3 bdrm, dishwasher. garbage disp. $45. sires round trip auto transp. to workshop
bdrm. $130. Uneppd. 460 S. 10th. 297- 487 S. 6th #3, 298.7821,
at 814 Park Ave. San Joso 1 to 5 days a
4604.
week. Will Pay $2 per day. Phone 322MALE RMMT to share apt. Good IOCA. 5728.
APTS FOR MEN &
2 bdrms-.
& close to SJS. 405 S. 8th #4.
FLY TO LA in privet., plenn. 7 lliriht;
& garbage inclu. S195 sem
nor parson. 495 E. William or cell 2W I IIIDRM delta apt. across from Speech THURS. Jan. 27 & FRI. Jan. 28. $18.
6381.
rhAmci Bldg. 5115. 231 E. Sart Far- Bob Rinehart. 293.8944.
MARIA LANE APTS. Spacious for 3.must nand.
NEED
I male roommate in unappd. apt.
sell contract before Feb. 1. 298.2861
298 3164 aft. S p.m.
after 5:30 p.m.
Classified
I OR 2 GIRLS to share cottage with UNAPPD. new apt. for 3. 298.3164 eft. 5
Office
$147.50.
drama major. 2 blks from.carnpus
CORM APT. Furn. quiet, 156 N. 8th
7375
will open on
#5. 297.4390
February 9 for
UPPER DIV MALE roommate wtd. !/2 blk 2 MALE roommates needed. Enl. 2 bdrm
from SJS. Orientel pref. 294.7731.
sot. 215 S. 12th #3. 186.5569,
you to advertise!
2 BORMI furn. apt. Now, quint. Gnr. ’riOpen 10:30-1:30
ot. 516 5, 51h, 294.3810,
Spring. Discount. Desperate! 293.6381,

wows+.

Special Student Rates
Or

Rent To Own
diUliftlireee01111Q,
tuSiNESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

170 South Second
Phone 286-2610

tasty food . . . thrifty prices

Southern California Gan cum
pany; engineering. business or economic, liberal arts majors for positions as sales engineer, construction, planning engineer, residential
sales representative. industrial engineer or math major, staff analyst, corporate accountant.

mcoona/d’s

0

McDONALD’S CORPORATION, 1964

look for the golden arches’

THIRD AND SAN CARLOS
EXPE1RT VOLKSWAGEN REP 11R

FRIDAY, FEB. 18
Lenkurt Electric Co.; (Sec the
above for information.)

Spartan Daily Classifieds
’ ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

The Dow Chemical Cunipiusy;
chemical engineers, mechanical engineers, industrial engineers, chemistry marketing and business majors for positions in engineerirm
pmduction and research, chemi
try and technical sales. U.S. Mt
zenship required for sales positiom

Crown Zellerbach Corporation;
accounting majors for positions as
junior accountants. U.S. citizenship required.
Univac-Division of Sperry Rand;
electronic engineers and math majors for positions in systems design, programming or applicattions analyst. U.S. citizenship required.
Lenkurt Electric Co. Inc.; electronic engineei ing majors for positions in development engineering
or marketing for multiplex, microwave and data transmission systems. U.S. citizenship required.

RENT A
TYPEWRITER

, Rand; (See the above for informa t ion 1.

Lockheed Mobile* and Stowe
Company; aeronautics engineers,
mechanical engineers, math and
The Procter and Gamble DIN- physics majors for positions in
trIbuting Co.; any major with research, design, development and
test of aerospace components and
degrees for positions in sales leadsystems. U.S. citizenship required.
ing into sales management. U.S.
The Firestone Tire and Rublwr
citizenship is required.
Company: mechanical engineers,
Beckman Instruments, Inc.: me- chemistry and math majors for
chanical engineers, electronics en- positions in methods and stimdards,
gineers, biology, chemistry and in- technical service and quality condustrial engineering majors.
trol formulation, compounding and
product improvement. U.S. citiTHURSDAY, FEB. IT
zenship required.
Hughes Aircraft Compiuiy; (See
above information)

terontstronle, Division of Phlice
Corporation; electronic engineers,
mechanical engineers, aero., metallurgical, physics and math majors for positions in research and
development openings in fields of
aemspace and electronics. U.S.
citizenship required.

MUSiC

MOYer

0
0

,MIC.A. plus orh. or 111010 OI above
listed degrees for positions as a
development engineering, design
engineering and marketing positions.

-4,

Air Force Flight Test Center;
electronic engineers, mechanical
engineers, aero., chemistry, physics and math majors for positions
in engineering and scientific. U.S.
cit izenship required.
Univac - Division of Sperry
PR. INFORMATION
Michael Neufeld, ASB Informa-

VACATION TUNE-1.11 TIME
Come

in this

weekend

tion Officer, Is assigned the duty
of seeing that happenings of student government are publicized in
the Spartan Daily and over Spar-

before the

rush and

have

your car

tuned -up and safety checked for trouble free semester break
vacation driving.
THREE "K"
FLYING A IMPORTED CAR SERVICE

llth and SANTA CLARA

294-1562

tan Spectrum.
Jim Melton, ASB Public Relations Officer, is in charge of developing a public relations campaign for the student body and of
supervising the campaign.

’Why &L.?

2
SALE
for the
price of

1

fp
-ro,o
Just in. New arrivals of long
sleeve and sleeveless sweaters.
Two long sleeve sweaters
for $15.95

4

When the James Mayflower Company can store or move your goods
at low student rates. Call today.

Two sleeveless sweaters
for $10.95

VAUGHN’S
125 So. 4th St
Across from SJS LibrarV
Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily
Thursdays open until 9.

390 N. 2nd St.

294-9424

